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:B'OREWARD

During the year 1969, the Riverine Division of the Institute
carried out spawn prospecting investigations in the States of Rajas
than, Bihar, Assam, Tamil Nadu and Mysore 9 in response to the reqllestEi
made by and in collaboration with the respective State Goverr~ents.
In addition to the above, investigation with special emphasis on
studies towards standardization of spawn collection nets, were also
made by the Institute staff at Mahewapatti, near Allahabad, on River
Yamuna. In Biha~, the State Goverr~ent personnel investigated two
sites, one each on the Ganga and the Son, as part of the overall
investigations to assess the spawn yieding pattern and potentiality
of River Son in collaboration with this Institute. The results of
all these investigations are embodied in this report.

The investigations on spawn prospecting under Project 4.1
were conducted under the sunervision and guidance of Shri H.P.J.~ ~ "\

Shetty 9 Officer-in- c'harge, Allahabad Substation. The investigationD
under Project 4.2 connected with standardization and efficiency of
nets were planned and executed under the guidance and supervision
of Shri K.K. Ghosh at Llahewapatti on Jamuna and are included here.

The sectional reprorts were written by the st~ of the
respective field units, who collected and analysed the data. Shri
Shetty edited these'reports. The State personnel participated only
in field work except in Bihar - \'vherethe State team also anal;YiJec1
the data and prepared the report for two centres in that State.

Shri R.K. Saxona of this Institute is responsible for the
preparation of all the illustrations included in this report.

It is a pleasure to acknowledge here the active co-operation
received from the Directors and other regional officers of the
concerned State Governments.

Centr~l Inland Fisheries
Research Institute,

Barrackpore, .
(West Bengal )

( V.G. JHINGHAF )
DIRECTOR
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1. INTRODUCTION

The continued acute shortage of fish seed in the country and

the scanty coverage as yet of the riverine resources in a scientific
manner as to their seed yielding potentiality, made it impera~ive to

continue the spawn prospecting investigations, initiated in 1964 by

the Central Inland Fisheries Researcp Institute, during 1969 as well.

The earlier investiBations have led to ihe location of several high

yielding quality spawn collection centres in diiferent parts of the

country and have provided valuable clues to the selectivity and

suitability of spawn collection nets of different types, sizes and

mesb.·sizes under varyin~ hydrographical conditions { Anon, 1965;

Malhotra et ~., 1966; Shetty, 1967; Shetty ~ a1., MSo1, Shetty

et al., MS.2 ) •. The results of investiGations carried out by the
Institute during 1969 in the States of Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh,

Bihar, Assa~, Tamil Nadu and Mysore are embodied in this report.

The investigations during the year under report were c~rried

out at eight centres spre~d OVGr five States, as per details given
in Tabl€ 1 •.

Table 1

Details of location of investigated centres

81. No.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Name of State

P.e.jasthan

Uttar Pradesh

Bihar
II
II

Assa!n

Tnmil Nadu

M,yGore

Nnme of riv8r

G&mbhir

(Utang2U)
Yamunn

Son
II

Ganga

Bra t-Jl1aput ra
Coleroon

Cauvery

N~me of investigated
centre

Bnretha Barrier

Mnhewapatti
Bahiara

Tilauthu

Dighwara
North Go.uhc.ti
Nirnthcnallur

Sosale

With the sole exception of the centre in Uttar Prsdesh, all

the oth~r centres Were chosen in resp~_:2 to tbe requests of the
respective State Governments for locating lucrative spawn collection

centres in particular regions of their St~tes.Of the latter, all
the centres exceot Tilauthu and Dighwsrain Bihar were investigated

jointly by the Institute and State Government s~aff. On the other
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hand, the Tilauthu and Dighwnra centres were manned entirely by the
Bibar Government personnel. Tbese two centres were investigated in
addition to the joint centre at Bchiara, as part of the overall
investigations to assess the spawn yielding pattern nnd potentiality
of river Son nnd to ascertcin the occurrence end extent of spawn
drift from t~e Son into the Ganga.

The centre taken up in Uttar Prcdesh, viz. Mhhewapatti on
R. Yamuna, W~8 in continuation of the long term investigations
initiated in 1968 for understanding in rleptb the occurrence end drift
of spawn in relctio!l to meteorologice:.lend hydrodynamicel ":factors,
and for studying ~he filtration and selection characteristics of spawn
collection nets towards evolving optiGUO nets suitable for operation
un~er different sets of hydrological conditions. This centre wes
manned entirely by the Institute staff.

The pattern of collnboration ct ell the .joint centres was as
in the previous years.

2 PREi-fl0NSJON 3llitVEY AND S3LjXTIDN CP SITES

On the busis of a detailed prellionsoonsurvey of the river
stretches suggested by the concerned State Governments as per their
developmental needs, suitable stretches for prospecting and sites fox
detailed investigations were selected. The main criteri~ for selection
of sites were t~e same as in the previous years.

Detnils of stretches surveyed ~~d the probable sites examined
are shown in Table 2, while the identity nnd approach details of all
the sites selected for detailed investigations are given in Table 3.
The geogrcphical locations of the sel~cted river stretches are shown
in Fig.l.

3 r~TERIJ~ ~JJD 1illTHODS

3.1 Gec.rused

As in the previous years, the provisional 'standard net'
(1/8" mesb~d ~idnapore-type spawn net) was employed at ell centres,
except at the two State operat~~ centres in Bihar, for assessing their
spawn yieldin5 potentiality, in order to ~et comperable d~tn over the
years. The Eihar Government used nt both their centres (Tilnuthu nnd
Dighwarn) two kinds of Midnapore-type nets, one made of cotton netting
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Tz.ble 2

Detai~s of str~tches and sites examt.Q~~ duri~~he 'Pr~9Jl?o~urveY'and of those selected
for prosRecting investivations

4

l
'Main site

!for investi-

=igation. 12

:Distance
:in km,
1
1 11

PRU S PECT 1 NIT

::J SE,LEC,TEDfUR. SIIES -t ' Br~r:r:g_H_
:suitabili ty :Justification for ,From :T0
: S/US* lacceptance/rejection: :
" "

.__ -1.- , -.- __ ._ I r

6 I 7: 8 : 9 : 10

SURVEYED
R'r RF:'T' (;H
in: Bank IName

r r
r r
r ,

L .J.
I 5 :

lLength
: km,
1,
13

, To,,,,
-1.,-L.

t
River! From,I,

f

-_-J -C]

WestKhandharUS

Gambhir Rupbas Baretha

65SouthRupba.sUS

(Utangan)

NorthBaretha S

Son

Ram DihraKoelwar12'WestRam DihraS

0

West
TilauthuS

West

IndrapuriUS

West

Dehri-on-SonUS
"It! est

Amiaor US

Banas Dubbi Rameswar 60 North Bi1loli S Suitable for different
flood levels upto 5-6
km above the summer
level. Accessible only
by rail. ,i r ~.
Proj)erco llecti.onground
not available. Approach
bad.

Collection ground very Bayana Rajakheda 204
small. Rockey
aood collection ground
& seed availability at
the site promising.
Collection ground good Sandesh Koelwar 17
& is being exploited by

/'State Govt.
Suitable large area for
operating nets. Approach
good •.
Due to guide banks for
Indrapuri Anicut the site
has become unsuitable.

-do-
steep bank and as a
result no suitable
collection ground.

Baretha

Bahiara
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c:lest Sahar S
1:1est

Peur US

i.r/est

.'3anneshUS

vlest

Tirka'11ghatUS

'vest

Sarip11rUS
"Jest

BishunpurUS

'Jest

KhangaonUS
'Jest

Bahiara S

l'Jest

FarangpurUS

1AJ es t

DhandinaUS

l',Jest

KoehJ'arS

BrahmaPutra K11r\vaHatimorah80NorthKUI'1tlaUS
(Kamrup District)

"

North

North S
Gal1hatiNorth

AhoklantaUS
Bill (Maj gaon)/North

Amingaon
'"

:.:)

North

SaulkusiUS

Exploiter'! by State Govt.
Stee9 bank ann <luring 
floods no transport and
communication facilities.

Steep river bank & approach
r}iffering r111ring flooos.
Approach to, the site
difficult <'luringmonsoons.

-(lo-
steep ban1c & approach
to the site di~ficult

-(to-
Suitable collection ~rolmn
& approach goorl.
Steep bank &' operati0n of
nets difficult r'!'rringfloons.
Steep bank & operation of
nets difficult during
high flood s.
'veIl si tllateo from the

point of collection ~rounn
& tr8nsport of spa'\,Jn.
Exploited by State Govt.

Accessibility d.iffic1llt Saulkuchi Barnanoi
c'!11ring monsoons.
SandY flat area.
Operational area limited
bllt other"ilTises11itable. C

Steep ban1c

Gooo collection gro'\IDrl
both above ann below the
briage.
Sanoy flnt 8.rea.

North

Gau __hati
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Chandrapur Nagarbera 130

Jogigho~a Kalapakani 120'
(Goa1para District)

North BamlmoihUS

North

Hatimor-ah US
South

Char).'lTa~' .. US
p'lrSonth

PahdUUS

South 'Sa/iila-

S
pur' South

Khanamu1eh S

S011th

ttlarapurUS
South

Bhai;paraUS
South

Haj arg aon US
South

ChimnahUS
South

Phat~1ri.US

South

Naq;arbera US

siteVery g000 collecti0n
St8ep hilly bank.

-00-

A.piJrc.3ch by river route.
ExnJ.oi ten by conP1ercial p.')rties.

Collection gro1md not s~it
able for operation of nets.

-do-

Not access~ble ouring Won-
soons. ,
Steep banks withhiJly:, .
margins.
Operational area limited. ,

'Vast operational ar8a wj_th
'gOO0. collecti :}n~rOUYln..
Steep bank ann. deeperp00ls.

-do
Steep bank.
Inaccessible d1J.ring fIlons:xms.
'Flat sanoy beo. AP'Jroach
(lifficul t.
River flow o11ring monsoon
very.1IDcertain. Accessibi
lity poor.
Uns'litable <'l. neto change
of river course.
Inaccessible dqring monsoons.

S Operational area limitect
depencting upon extent of floods.
Accessible by river only.

us

S
US
US

US

us

Jogi>r,hopa US,

Chanr'1ra
dengha
Bhasani
char
Kal§..J ,

1 •
p8.lCanl
Do1goma
Goalpara
Pancha
ratna
Puror
bhi t1.

South

South
South
South

North

North

North

'North -

Pancharatna 551)o1goma

o

I'
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Cauvery Krishnaraj- Hogaina-175 North Bunnur US
sagar kal

Sosale

Nir athanallur.

107

112Lower
Anicut

Grand
Anicut

Very good collection ground
and good approach.
Very good approach and good
collection ground.

Approach by river route. Exploited
by commercial Parties.
No favoux:able current. Rockey Chunchun- Bunnur
and sandy terrain. katte
Very good collection grovnd and
accessibility also very good.
Limited collection ground ren0er-
ed unsuitable on a.ccount of con

fluence of two rivers at that point.
Good collection ground & good
accessibility_
Extremely rocky terrain.

S

South T. N A.r- US
sipur

South Buraburi US

North Sosale S

ChikkaY- USlllr
South Palar US .Extremely difficlnt approach &

precipitous bank.

Very good approach & good
collection ground.

North Talkadu S

112 South Vilan
gudi

South Hirathan S
-allur

South Xachhapo- S
rumC'l.lna
than

Lmver
Anicut

Coleroon Grand
Anicut

~,-----_._.......•._-----~-~-----.,_.--_.-~----~_._----~-------~--~-~-----~--~--------_._-~------_._--~------------------------------

* S = Suitable
US = Unsuitable
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l~lL~
The iilenti ty anc1 approach netails of the main sites selected for
investigations along with the area available at each site for net
... ~~~."ti..on __v.., ...•.._~_. __~ _

~--------~-- ..••........•.

River
Stretch (From-to)

SelecterI site
Bank
Tehsil/Tal uk/
Sub-a ivision
Police Station
District/State

Nearest Post Office
Distance
Telegraph Office

Telephone

Nearest all weather
road at anil ~istance

") Nearest Rail"\Jay
Station/distance

o Area avai18ble for
nets-at different
flood levels.

Gambhir (utangan)
Bayana to Rajakhec1a

Baretha
North

Dholpur
Mania
Bharatpur
Raj as than
Baretha

1 km
Dholpur

19 km
Dholpur

19 km

B<lretha Barrier
0.25 km

Dholpur
19 km

upto 5 M
5-10 nets

Son
Sandesh to Koelwar

Bahiara
\.lest

Arrah Sadar

Koel\-1ar
1\1'1' a.D

Bihar
Narhi Chandi
1.5 km

Koe1WaI'
9.5 km

Koel\'lar
9.5krn

Chandi
1.5 km

Kulharia
9.5 km

upto 4.2 M
300-500 nets
4.5 M 100 nets
5.6 M Nil

Brahmaputra
Sa11lkuchi to Baruaildi

North Ga11hati
North

Gauhati

North Gauhati
Kamrnp
Asswn
North Ga1mati
1km
Do

Do

North Galmati
1 km

Gauhnti
7km

Unto .5 }If

iOG-150 nets

Cauvery
Chunchunkatte to
BUnnur

Sosale
North

T. Narsip11r

T. Narsipur
Hysore
Mysore

T. Narsipur
5km
Do

Do

SOSale
lkm

Mysore
35 km

upto 3 11
20-25 nets

Coleroon
Grand Ardcnt to
Lmver Anicut
Nirathanallur
South

Kumbakonam

Kumbakonam
Thanj aVur
Tamil Nadu
Nirathanallur

3; km
Kumbakonam
36 km
Do

Nil' nth an all ur
3 km

Thanj avur
33 km

75-100 nets
throughout the
period of floods.

_______ •__ ~ •..•.•• --qr _~ __ ~_, __ ,_._ ~ ~...-_ •••~~__ y ••__ ~ __ ._._ •••~-._._w ..-_~- .__ . ..._..~~ ...__ .., ~__. . ----.. or ••
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and theother-.o..f....-syntheticnetting. These nets differed in size,
relative dimensions and mesh size from tte standard net. The various
dimensions of the two nets are shown in Table 4.

Table~

Structural details of Bihar State nets
operated at Tialuthu and Dighwara.

Net type Dimensions in cm
MeshLength

width atHeight atLengthHeightsizeof net
mouthmouthof wingdiameter

Gotton net

41121485172321/16"

Synthetic net

2921288072321/24"

In addition to the s~andard net, specially fabricated experimental
nets of different meshes and sizes were operated at Mahewapatti on the
Yamuna, to test the effect or mesh size and net size on catching effi
ciency. These consisted of standard-type 1/12" and 1/16" meshed nets

of the same dimensions as the standard net, and the 6ID,14m'and 18mstandard-type nets, d~scribed earlier by Shetty ~ al.\MS.). The
1/12" meshed standard-type net was also tested at North Gauhati on the
Brahmaputra.

Techniques of collection and analyses of spawn and for
determination 01 hydrographical and meteorological fectors.

The techni1ues employed for the above were the same as
those adopted since 1965 \ Malhotra ~ ~., 1966; Shetty, 1967). The
frequency of observati~ns was, likewise, the same.

1. DEFINITIONS

The definitions adopted for the investigations were the same
as given by Sbetty (1967).

5 OBSERVATIONS

5.1 Qualitative and quantitative spawn yieldinR potentiality
of selepted stretches.



5.1.1

9

Baretha stretch of river Gambhir (Utangan)

Participants

~hri D.V. Pahwa ~ Central Inland Fisheries

Shri A.G. Godbole~ Research Institute,(I.C.A.R.)

Shri D.P.S. Chauhan - Govt. of Rajasthan.

River Gambhir (Utangan) originates in the hills

of south Rajasthan and after meandering through the States of Rajasthan
and Uttar Pradesh joins R. Yamuna nenr Agra. The Baretha Barrier site,
where spawn prospecting investigations were carried out in 1969 is
situated about 65 km upstream of the river's confluence with the Yamuna
on the National High-way No.3 bordering the States of Rajasthan and
Uttar Pradesh. The river at the site flows from west to east. Before
joining the Yamuna, the river enters the State of U.P. a number of

times aridfor a considerable distance it forms the boundary between the
two States, as is shown in Fig. 2 & Fig. 3•

. The flow of water in this river is largely controlled by the
earthen Augai Dam, which is located ~bout 80 km upstream of the
collection site. R. Parvati joins R. Gambhir, about 5 km above the
collection site, while R. Khari joins R. Gambhir 22 kIDdownstream of
the collection site at Rnjakheda. Both these tributries are very much
tamed by a number of earthen dams. The investigations at this site
and stretch were carried out between 1.7.69 and 27.8.69.

Occurrence of Spawn spurts: The river had only scattered
patches of shGllow water pools, leavine absolutely no cu~rent in
them till 22 hrs of 8.7.69. A tenporary rise in water level wes
observed therel1fte,r,attaining th'"peak of 0.46 ill at 18 ors of 9.7.69
without yie'lding any spawn spurt.

The 1st flood, which cocmenced at 10 hrs on 19.7.69 with an
abrupt rise in weter level, att~ined its peak of 2.49 ill at 22 hrs
on 20.7.69. This flood yielded 135 m1 of spawn and 500 ml of eggs in
its receding phase. The spawn spurt was only of a short duration,
from 2 hrs on 19.7.69 to 12 hrs on 20.7.69. During this short
duration of spawn availability, the water level receded very fast,
i.e. from 2.49 ill at 22 hrs on 19.7.69 to 1.38 m at 12 hrson 20.7.69.

The current velocity at.the place ofco.llection was 2.25km/hr, the
average turbidity being 540 ppm and average air and water temperatures
30°C and 27°C respectively.

c
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Before the appearance of thettnd flood, a vacillatory ph~se W~8
recorded, touching the peak level of 1.~9 ill at 10 hI'son 29.7.69,
yielding no spawn. Thellnd flood appeared between 6.8.69 and 24.8.69,
touching the peak level 5.81 m at 10 hI's on 14.8.69, This flood
yielded only traces of spawn for ~bout 20 hrs. The details of occurr
ence of floods and spawn availability are shown in Table 5.

Quality of fish seed collected: Spawn analysis as well as
rearing experiments, revealed the couplete absence of major carps in
the spnwn collected. The eggs collected were found to be mostly
unfertilised.

Spawn availability at prospected sites: Rnjakheda site, 79 Lem

downstream and Bayana site, 125 km upstream of the site were prospected
for their suitability. Both these sites did not yield any spawn.

Suitability of the investigated stretch for exploitation: Tho
season's ,{ork unmistakably indicated the unsuitability of the entire
investigated stretch for spawn exploitation. This could be attributcC
to the (i) 1art'sescale capture of breeders ,aBctmding from th'2Yamuna by
erecting barricades across tbe rivGr in its course through Uttar Pra~osb
territory and (2) the taming cf the river and its tributaries by a
series of earthen dams.

Mahewapatti on river Yamuna.

)

Partici pants

Shri K.K. Ghosh (Leader)1 Central Inland FishcriGJ
Shri M. Sinha ~ Research Institute(I.C.A.S.)

The investiGations at Mahewapatti on the Yamuna
were spread out over the period 1st July to 29th August, 1969. The
details of location and topographical details of the site have already
be~n described by Shotty et al. (MS.2)

Occurrence of spawn spurts: Table 6 presents the details of
occurrence, duration, quantity and quality of spnwn spurts at Mahewapntti

.throughout the season. The river exporienced four floods during the
season. Tbe peak levels touched were respectively 75.48 m, 79.17 ill,
82.44 ill and 83.11 ill above MSL, corrcs?onding to 3.28 ill, 6.97 ill, 10.24 41

and 10.91 ill above the sumn1er level. The first three of these yielded

sizeable spawn spurts during their receding phases. The first spurt
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L1.bJ_e_ 5

Flood-phas e-',ij.SC~Gee q:!:l',e':J.co,/luJ..~~~·;-;:;.on,oesirabili ty ann magnitude
of SPavm spurts recornen at Baretha Barrier on R. Gambhir in 1969..------ ..~---_...••..... __ .".- --" ,.•... _--._-- .._~.__ ._,-"'-"----_ ...•_.__ .-.-- ..--_....-.----- ......-_--"'.-. ..•..~-~.,_._-

____ "-'- ,- -----_._~._ - ••••• - -- "-........,_~ • .-, __ • ,._.-..._"_..-.-:--.-~._- __ "-..- -, ••••••• __ - •• '~' ••••• __ • _._-_._~ •. _ "V. -.- -_. ,_. ••• ~ __ -_.......--".,_~_~._. _

... .. .,..._._. --..;..... _~_~ OD .D~!L 3 _._. . .__ ~_. __. •__ L~_.___2~~~_._~!..T!..~ -2ETAI.~s ., .

Flood Phase .QQ.1!l~lL<2.~pt Dura- __ .. Pe0~ .__ Spurt Conmencement,·· Dura- Desirability Total catch in
No. Date Hour tion Date Hour Lev~l No. Date----"Hour tion (D/UD)+· ml

in in in hrs.
daYS m

__ • .•" ••_-_" _-~---- __ .• -.-_ ...,--.--.~-. 1 .•....••. ~ • ---------------~--_. --

II

Rising
Receo.ing

Rising
" . -

Receding

15.7.69
19.7.69

14.8.69

6
2

22

14

7

10

19.7.69

14.8.69

22

10 5.81

19.7.69 2

-

12 UD 135( spavffi) .-
L+ 500 ml of eggi7

-~-.-.--...-....----------,.._~-,_._-----_..~-<---~-~------..• r ~ •·

x : Before the firs t flood attained its peak, there were tvro tempor ary recessions in its level.

+ : D = Desirable.
UD = Undesirable.
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Table 6

OccurrGnce, duration, quantity and quality of apawn
spurts. at Mahewapatti on R. Yamuna durinl4 1969.

Spurts'
SPUl1t's end

Durn-
Desir-

Spmvn
qualityFillO., ' commencement

tion
bOlO Spawn catch

Spawn .' .

a 1 1-
. t No.- Poase

PeakDateHourFloodNo. of DateHour flood
inty in ml ~Yospawn analysisBy rearinf4

spur
levellevelhours level

.(D/UD)xTotal Per-
MajorMinorOtherEt/ajorMinor Others

No.
hrs.

above
aboveafter above netcarpscc~rps ~arpscarps

M.S.L.
M.~.L.touch- M.:J.L. hour%% %%%

in ill
in ming 1n m

pe::1.k level 16

UDIxx385012518019

1

I'Rece-75.4815/71475.451216/7475.4540UDn2510312.500100YXNot re~red

cling
25/7

1078.782826/71478.0028trD1454.03 96318'. IIRece-79.17 6G.733.60.7-'-'
ding

26/71478.00 28/71077.1044D128023.2265123.
3

III Rece-82.44lQ/8682~062412/81880.4160D9305.4 ·4751231.568.5a.o
ding

x This catch contained 550 ml of desirable spawn (11% of major carp caught between 20~22 urs of 15/7

Pool.d % of major carps in reared spawn c
n ~ minor carps » »
» »others n»

xx Prawns only.

52.2%

47.4%
0.4%

c
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which commenced 12 hours after the 1st flood started receding, yielded
predominantly minor carp spawn for 16 hrs, at the rate of 125 ml/
standard net/hour, and thereafter only prawn h4tchlings for another
40 hours. The second spurt of spawn came during the receding phase
of flood II and yielded undesirable spawn at a low rate of about
4 ml/net/hour for 28 hours. Thereafter, tho quality and abundance
of spawn improved to yield 1280 illl of spawn in the next 44 hours,
at the rate of about 23 rnl/standard net/hour. The third flood during
its receding phase 'yielded the last spawn spurt of the season, com
prising high quality desirable spawn. This last.spurt lasted for

60 hours and )'"ieldedspawn at a very low rate of only about 5 ml/standard net/hour. '

In addition to the above, small quantities of spawn were
also collected for short durations during the rising phases of
floods II and ·111.

\

Quality of fish seed collected: The quality of spawn was
determined through microscopical analysis, as well as by rearing in
a ditch n~ar the site. The entire catch of the 1st spurt was found
to be undesirable under ,"Uicroscopi<;nlanalysis and was hence not
reared. The desirable ,segment of the II spurt was found to contain
26% of major carps on spawn ana~ysis, while the rearing of a composite
sample'gaye a major carp content of 65.710. This consisted of 59.1%
mrigal, 5.3% of rabu and 1.3% kalbasu. The major ca~p content of

the IIlrd spurt was found to be 47% and 31.5% respoctively by spawnanalysis and rearing; This spurt was dominated by entIa (15.4%),
followed by rohu (13.5). Mrigal formed only 2.6%, In another
experiment dealing with rearing of every two hourly catch during Iil

) 24 hr. period in this spurt done in cbatty pots, mrigal docinated the
survivors with its percentage ranging from 21.5 to 42.310. eatla
which was the most dominant major carp in the ditch w~s altogether
absent. This suggests that the overall quality of the third spurt
was probably better thun 31.5% as found from ciltch ~earing.

The'seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality for the
Mahewapatti centre worked out to 1098 ml and 52.2% respectively.
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Bahinra Stretch of river Son

!,urticipants

(a) Bahiaru Centre

Shri V.R. Desai (Leader) ~

n S&D. Gupta iII .J.N~ Sinha

n Krisbnacbandra Singh

Central Inland Fisheries
Research Institute
( loC.A.B. )
Govt. of Bihar

Dr_ PreQ Shankor p.ra8.n~ ~(Ov8rall-in-C~ar8e) 2

Shri S.K. Tewari (Lco.der, IX

Tilauthu Centre) Govt. of Bihar
Shri Deveudra Prasad

(Leader: Dighwara Centre)

The spawn yielding potentiality of the lower stretch of B. Son

is already well known, as is evident from its commercial exploitation
by the Bihar Fisberies, as well as private parties. However, at the
instance of the Bihar Fisheries Department, investigations were taken
up in the lower stretch of R. Son and the adjoining stretch of R.
Ganga with certain specific objectives, in addition to those of the
normal spawn prospecting investigations. These additional objective8
are :

1. To determine the causative factors responsible for the
reported depletion of spawn, in regard to both quantity
and quality, in river Son ond the adjoining stretch of
the Ganga.

2. To ascertain the extent of migration of major carps from
river Ganga up the river Son for bre3ding, and the effect I

of Indrapuri fu~icut on fish migration and spawn flow.

3. To know the role of flood in river Son on the availability
of spawn in river Ganga at Dighwara.

The Son joins the Ganga in Bihar, with the confluence having
Saran district on ita nortLj Shahabod district on its west and Patna
district on the east. (Fig. 4) About 150 ko upstream ~f the confluence,

o
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there is a~ anieut across tbe Son at Indrapuri. The flood water of
the Son is characteristically red in colou~, and is,tberefore, easily
distinguishable from the milky flood waters of the Ganga, when the
former drains into the latter. It is the experience and belief of the
fishermen on the Ganga near ,the confluence that spawn appears in the
Ganga when its water turns red. It is, therefore, presumed that the
spawn is brought down into the Ganga from the Son alongwith its red
flood waters.

With the above mentioned obJective in view, tbe lowermost
stretch of the Son from the Koelwar Bridgeupto Ram Dihra; about 5 kID

upstream of the Indrapuri iwicut., was surveyed, and two sites were
sele~ted for detailed investigations, one at Bahiara below the Indra
puri Anicut and the other at Tilauthu above the P~icut ( Fig. 4 ).
A third centre was chosen on the Ganga at Dighwara, about 10 kID below
the confluence. While the Bahiara centre was investigated by IeAR
staff in c,ollaboration with the staff of Dihar Fisheries, the Tilauthu
and Dighwara centres were manned ~ntire by the State staff.

The findings at the three centres are detailed below.

5.1.3.1 ,Bahiara on R. Son

The village Bahiara is situated on the West
bank of R. Son in Shc;habad district of Bihar, about 25 kID upstream of
its confluence' with the Ganga and ~bout 125 km downstre~m of the
Indrapuri Anicut. The Koelwar bridge is located about 7 km downstream
of the site. The availability of extensive suitable operational area
at Koelwar draws numerous parties of fishermen for corar;1ercialexploi
tation of spawn from this centre, and on account of its location on
the main line, a good number of hundies of spawn are booked from
Koelwar during July-August. Besides the spawn collected at Koelwar,

the 'collection from the villages of upper reaches, ili,. Sandesh, .
Tirkaul, Akhagaon, Bishnupur, Khangaon and Bahiara is also booked
'from the Koelwar railway station.' ,Arrah, the district hendquarters,
is only 13 1m away from Dahiura and is connected with it by an all
weather metalled road •. ,

The course, ,gen~rnlterrain and topography of river Son near
Behiara are shown in Fig. 5. The river in this stretch flows from
south to North. The site selected for detailed round the clock

investigations is located opposite village Farangpur, situated only
1 km downstream of »ahiera. The flat gradually sloping sand bar from
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Bahinra to Farangpur is an ideal spot for large scale operation of
shooting ~ets and as much as 400 to 500 nets were seen being operateti
by commercial fishermen in the stretch. Prior to the initntion of
observation the river was in summer condition, with the main Qurrent

flowing almost .along the aaet bank, leaving extensive sand bars al~ng
tbe west bank. With the advent of the iirst flood, the river water
started flowing along the west bank as well, thereby making available
suitable sites for spawn collection. Round the clock observations
on spawn availability and other related factors wors recorded at
Dabiara from 3.7.69 to 5.9.69.

Occurrence of spawn spurts: During the period of observation
extending over 65 days, tbe river experienced :fivefloods at Bahiara,
when' a to'tal of 3120 illlof spawn was colIected by operating 1-5 standard
and state nets. Of the total CGtch, 1690 ml of spawn were collected
by standard nets and 1,430 ml by State nets. Th~ flooding in tbis
stretch of th'eriver BD-hlara is determined by the release of water
from the Indrapuri Anicut, where the flood water of river Koel is
diverted for irrigation purposes and the surplus water released down

according" to the magnitude of flood. Details of occurrence, duration,
desirability and magnitude of the spawn spurts are shown in Table 7.

Even though five floods were encountered, bulk appearance of
spawn was observed only durinG the first two floods, with the remaining
flPods yielding onlytrac.es of spawn. The first flood, which yielded
the major portion of the'seasont s catch, coumenced on 5.7.69 and
reach&d its peak level of 3.23 m on 8.7.69, with its xising and
receding phases lasting 96 and 120 respectively. This flo-odyielded
desirable spawn both during its rising and receding phases, in three
spurts. The I spurt occurred briefly for only 6 bours'towards the
end of the rising phase, just before the flood attnined its peak and
yielded only 45 ml of desirable spawn in 1-5 standard nets. The II
spurt,'whichha'ppened to be the major spurt of the season,occurred
during the receding phese of this flood during 9th and 10th July,
yie'lding in all 1,390 ml of d,esirable spawn in 1-5 standard nets. Tbe

concentration of spawn was maximum from 18.00 to 4.00 hour on 9.7.69,
when the catch per net-hour amounted to 15 ml. ~Tbe III spurt of
8 hourst duration also occurred during the same receding phase on
11.7.71 and yielded only 100 ml of dosirable spawn in 5 standard nets.
As such, the I flood yielded ntotal of 1535 JIll or high quality
desirable spawn which constituted a little over 90% of ~he seasonts
total spawn catch at ,the, site by standard niets. The "simultaneous

'.w'

o

o
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operation of 3·~6State nets yielded another 1310 ml of spawn.

The 4th spawn spurt occurred during the receding phase of the
II flood on 24.7.69 and lasted only 6 hours, yielding in all 135 ml
of desirable spawn. fl1ter a break of 10 hours, there was a brief
5th spurt, lusting only 2 hours, and yielding just 20 ml of desirable
spawn. Thu;:;tile II flood yielded a total of only 155 ml of spawn
in 1-5 standar~ nets, the catch per net-hour being 4 mI. An additional
120 ml of~pawn WBB also collected during tb{s flood through the I
operation of eigbt State nets.

The progrvssiv91y higher three subsequent floods' yielded only
traces of desirable spaWn. 'rhs availability of spawn in traces
throughout the III flood was in continuity to the 5th spawn spurt
during the II flood. ,As such, spawn appeared at ,the site continuously
for about 15 days from 24.7.69 to ,8.8.69, even though it waa mostly
in traces. This, however, indicates prolonged breeding of major carps
in this region. '

'fhe limited quantity of spawn available could be due either to
the restricted breeding of a few..fishes only arto the drifting of
spawn elsewhere away from the site.

Quality of spawn: Details of spurt-wise quality of spawn, as
revealec. by mi~roscopical analysis of spawn samples and nursery rearingS,
are given in Table 8. However, nursery rearing was confined to only
spurts 2 and,4•. A~ can be seen from'the table, spawn analyses revealed
quality of the ;:;p~wnto be uniformly high'throughout the season. It
was over 65% during the first two spurts. The quality was l1igb
(abo~e 50%) even when spawn was available only in traces during the
III, IV and V floods ~ The 'nursery rearing of a s.ampl'cfrom the 2nd
spurt showed a major carp content of 87.4%, with mrigal dominating,
the others beinrs l'o~m and kalbasu. Similar rearing of a sample from
the 4th spurt, in Beniganj Fish Farm in Madhya Pradesh, yielded 100%
~ajor carps at 1ing~rling stage, consisting mainly of catIa, the others
being m•.'igal end roau. From, the above it appears that catla spawn
becomes avaiJ.able only later in the S0ason in lclteJuly, while kalbasu
occurs only d~ring tho earlier part" of the season.

Tho seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality were found to'
b <) 5° 0' ,,, .....~r;f t· 1 ' ..e •.. w~ ' nu. D.:lu ;"'0."L'7J respec l.ve y.
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'Table 8

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected
at Bahiara on R. Son in 1969

Spurt:
No. :II,

I. ,
Des~r-: By spawn
abilitY'~aJ"or Mirior!)*IL
(D UD :carps carps

Spawn quality irtp~rcentage
analysis: By rearin~
Others' fuajor carps

IRohulMrigal!CatlalKalbasu

:Minol' :vni
Total'car;,,~lers

f i....Jo...l 1

1 D65.323.011.7
2

D65.730.04.332.453.6-1.487.412.6

3

D53.044.03.0

4

D51.448.00.615.523.061.5-100

5

D44.049.01.1)

* D
UD =

Desirable
Undesirable

Spawn svailability at prospected sites: Occasional prospecting
was done at six sites located between Loelwar Bridge and the Indrapuri

Anicut, viz. Bishnupur,'Akhagaon, Tirkc..uland Sandesh ( F~g. 4). All
these sites were found to be unsuitable, in that operational area was not
available under flooded conditions. As such, the stretch between the
villages Bahiara and Farangpur appears to be the only suitable site for
commercial exploitation in thi.s stretch of R. Son.

5.1.3.2 Tilauthuon R. Son

Tilauthu is a"small village situated on
the west bank of"R. Son, about 16 km south-west of Dehri in Shahabad
distriQt and about 3 km upstream of the Indrapuri Anicut (Fig. 4). The
course, general topography and terrain of the river in the vicinity of
Tilauthu are depicted in Fig. 6. The river bank at the site is gradually
sloping, offering extensive area for the operation of a large number of
nets. At some'points, upto as many as 20 nets could be operated in a
single row perpendicular to the bank. Apart from the investigation
under report, a good number of private fishermen and State Fisheries
staff were commercially exploiting this site.

o
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Occurrence. ma~nitude and quality of spawn spurts : The observations
at the site lasted from 2nd July to 20th August, during which period the
river experienced Iive floods. The season's entire catch of 900 ml of
spawn was obtained during the first two floods ( 7/7 to 23/7) ,in 1-6
experimental nets, with the remaining floods ( 29/7 to 18/8) yielding
only traces of ~pawn. This pattern is similnr to that observed at Bahiarn.
Likewise, there was prolonged appearance of spawn in traces only during
the III' flood as at Bahiara and quick vacillations in water level appeared
to have adversely af~ected the bulk availability of spawn.

Table 9

Flood-wise occurrence, duration, magnitude and quality
___~ spawnsnurts at Tilauthu on R. Son in 1969

Flood Spawnspurt
-.-,

No .IPeak
3purtl

DurationCatch
level No,; I

in ml

lin m
I I

I
1.0817/,7to 9/74005420248020

II 0.752

21;'7to 2%7
500468 52'7921III 1.00-29!7~o,2 8Traces

IV
1.10.-9/8 to 11/8'I'races

V
2.50-16/8 to 18/8TFaces

Details of 11ood~wiseoccurrence, magnitude and quality of spawn
spurts are given in Table 9. There were only two spawn spurts, one each,
duripg the land II floods, yielding in all 400 illland 500 ml respe6tively.
The average rate of spawn catch during both the spurts was 1.66 ml per

n~t-hour. The 1st spurt was encountered during early July (7/7 to 9/7),while the 2nd occurred during early fourth week of July (21/7 to 23/7).

Both the spurts yielded high quality desirable spawn, their major
carp content, as revealed by nursery rearing being 80% and 79% respectively.
While rohu dominated the first spurt, mrigal similarly dominated the 2nd
spurt. Catla and Calbasu were available during both the spurts in snnll
numbers only ••
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5.1.3.3 Dighwara on R. Ganga

Observations similar to those made at

Tilauthu were also recorded at Dighwara on the Ganga ( Fig_ 4), about
10 km below its confluence with R. Son, in order to study the influence
of major carp breeding in river Son and the subsequent spawn flow on
spaWn availability in the adjoining stretch of the Ganga (~ supra).

Dighwara is situated on the north bank of the Ganga in Saran
district and is commonly exploited by commercial parties. The spawn
collection site is spread over three villages, 1i!. Basantpore, Dighwarc
and Ami. R. Ghachara joins the Ganga on its northern side, a little to
the west of R. Son's confluence with the Ganga. The spawn collection
activity at Dighwara is spread out over a stretch of 6 kmalong the
northern bank of the Ganga. The course, general topography and terrain
of the, site are depicted in Fig. 7. The 'bank at the site is'gl'odu~lly "
sl~ping an~,allows the operation of only 3-4 nets nbraastiri firow.

, Due to the inflow nearly ,of two, rivers,' one from each ba.nk,.n huge island
is formed almost ev~~y year early in the season, when the main current
drifts alonG the s,ou'thand of the island, which forms the main .colle,ction
spoV during the fi~s~,flood.

(

Occurrence, magnitude and qunlity of spawn spurts : Five flaoas
were encountered during the 'period of observntions, lasting from 1.."7 e 69
to 15.8.69, when a total of 2806 ml of spawn could be collected in 1-5
experimental nets. However, bulk ~f the catch woo obtained during the
I flood, when the spawn occurred continuously for about 70 'hours,
yield:tng in all 2400 1:11, which formed 85.2% of the season's total catch 0
at the site. The ,average rate of spawn catch during this spurt was
6.66 ml per net-hour. In addition to the catch by the experimental nets,
commercial fishermen parties operating at the site 'collected nn additi,onnl
quanti ty of 9260 ml of spawn during the"I and III floods •

. In Table 10 are shown the details of flood-wise occurrence,

magnitude and quality of spawn cntch~s made at the site.
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Table 10

Flood-wise .occurrence, duration, nagnitude and quality
of spawn catches at Di~hwara on R. Ganga in 1969

Flood
Spawn catch details

Average
Duration
Quantity I Period of catchQuality in %(by rearing)

No. level
in hrs

in ml I Major IMinor I Others
in cp.

I
carps carps

I

I 2.93 722,4008/7 to 11/78218
II

2.84 721816/7 to 18/7 80164
III

3.54 120243

21/7 to 2,%7
75205

IV
3.91 1685328/7 t.o3 8 60355

Y
4.63 144927/8 to 11/862362

From the above table it is evident that except during the flood,
spawn was available mostly in traces during the rest of the season.
The quality of the catches was quite high, 8~ecially during the I flood,
when the major carp.contentconsisted mainly of rohu(52%), the others
being catla and mrigal (15% each). Flood levels above 3.5 m and frequent
quick vacillation appear to huve come in the way of better collection
during the subsequent floods.

5.1.3.4 Inter-relationship between the rivers Son
and Ganga in regard to spawn availability

A perusal of the data presented in this
section, reveals the close similarity of period ~nd floods of occurr~nce
and quality of the spawn spurts at Tilauthu, Bahiara and Dighwara. The
earlier floods, specially. the first, yielded the bulk of the season's
catch at all the centre. Likewise, the major carp content was quite
high ( about 80%' or above) at all the centres, with mrigal and rohu
dominating. Cai:.lawas also present at all the centres in small numbers,
while Calbasu was absent only at Dighwura. It is reported by the State
Fishe,ries that nn upstream site celow the confluence of R. Koel with
R.' Son, about 50 km south-west of Tilauthu, gave excellent results to
private parties , .even though its accessibility was quite poor. Even
though the catches 'were of mu~h greater magnitude at this site, their
quality was repo~ted to be similar to those obtained at the downstream
centres.
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The construction of Rihand Dam appears to have adversely
affected the spawn yielding potentiality of the Son, in that the
flowing down of water is greatly restricted, thereby affecting the
flooding pattern of the river and consequently the breeding grounds,
breeding opportunities and spawn drift. ~he higher magnitude of
spawn availability near the conn uence of R. Koel with R. Son appears
to be due to the discharge. received from R. Kod.

Enquiries from local fishermen and State Fisheries Officials
revealed that major carps do not form a regular fishery in R. Son, but
are encountered in commercial catches only during the monsoon and
post-monsoon months, while they form a regular commercial fishery in
the adjoining Ganga almost throughout. As such, the availability of
major carp seed in R. Son may be attributed to the breeding migration,
of major carps\from the Ganga into the Son during the monsoon months.
The availability of major carp seed in appreciable quantities in the
lower stretch of R. Son below the Indrapuri ADicut indicates profuse
breeding of the ascending Ganga major carps in this stretch of ,R•• Son.
The absence of any naln or rivulet betWGell Indrnpuri and Bahiara suggests
that breeding must be taking place in the shallow marginal areas of
the mai.n river itself. The comparatively poor yield at Tilauthu above
the Indrapuri Anicut indicates a very limited migration, if any, of
major carps above the 'anicut which, therofore; appears to have advers(Jly
affected the spawn yielding potentiality of the stretch immediately above
the anieut.

Spawn availability at Dighwara appears to be dependent on the
inflow of spawn from the Son. This is evident from the fact that spawn
appears at Dighwara only when the red flood waters of the Son enter the
Ganga.. As such, the floods in R. Son playa vital role in spawn
availability in the Ganga and the ~on.

5.1.4 North Gauhati stretch of R. Brahmaputra

Participants

o

(Leader)~

i
Shri K. Venkateswara Rao
" S.C. Pathak

Sbri Nagea Gogoi (28~5.69to" S.K. Pathak (15.6.69 to

Central Inland
Fisheries Research

Institute(I.C.A.n.)

15.6.69)~ Govt. of Assam.JlO.7.69H

The Brahmaputra traverses through ravinous terrain
in Kamrup district, with hilly margin and precipitous banks, resulting
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in a tortuous course and torrential flow. The pattern and direction
of the current are often found to change.

On the basis of the premonsoon survey carried out in March, 1969,
Khanamukh on the south bank, about 16 luu west of Gauhati, had been
chosen for detailed investigations, with Amingaon and north Gauhati, both
on the north bank, as the sites for periodical prosp2cting. However,
at the time of initiation of the monsoon investigation; it was found
that the Khanamukh site had since become unsuitable for operation durin6
the initial floods due to heavy erosion during the early April floods.
A fresh survey was, therefore, undertaken and North Gauhati on the north
bank, 11 km upstream of Saraighat Bridge and 25 km by road from Gauhnti,
was selected for detailed investigations. The stretch selected for
prospecting is shown in Fig. 8, while the topographical features of the
investigation site are depicted in Fig. 9.

The river bank is steep at the top and forms a narrow canal,
followed by another sharpslope for about 40 m. This is succeded by an
extensive stretch of gradually sloping low-lying area'extending for over
200 m towards the water's edge. This wide expanse of sandy operational
area was available over a distance of 1.5 kID. The sites selected for

occasional prospecting were Saulkuchi and Bar Naddi mouth, both on
the north bank, while commercial fisheroen from W. Bengal were exploiting
the sites at Khanamukh, and Palasbnri on the south bank and Bamundi on the
north bank, under agreement with the'State Fisheries Department. The
latter sites were also visited by the prospecting team for examining
their catch and general suitability. The State Government operated
centre at Dolgoma on the south bank was also visited.

The observations at the North Gauhati lasted from 21.5.69 to
9.7.69.

Occurrence of spawn spurts: Three floods were encountered at
the site during the period of observations, out of which only the first
two yielded n total of 1,223 ml of undesirable spawn in six spurts. The
details of occurrence, duration, magnitude and desirability of the various
spawn spurts are shown in Table 11.

Of the six spawn spurts, the first five occurred during tbe I
flood. The 1st spawn spurt appeared on 22nd May at the fagend of the
rising phase of the I flood and continued fo' 4 hours in the receding
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Table 11-,--....,

Flood-phase-wise occurrence, duration, desirability and magnitude of SPa;·mspurts
_.-.....~-.._., .•••• '-'- ,_'_ ••••••••.•••. 1. .-_- I" _ .• .__ ••• _,.~ __ ,,_. ,_. •••_

at North GaTh'1ati on R. Brahmaputl....a in 1969

Rising 18/5 to 22/5 22/5 22 4.45 1 22/5 18 10 UD 39 670

I
Receding 22/5 to 5/6 - - - 1 (Contd.)

2 23/5 21 9 UD 515 5365
3 25/5 4 2 UD 52 13 000
4 25/5 18 12 UD 253 ~875
5 31/5 22 4 UD 4 500

:S;•.••• lP" • ,.~._._ .•.•••. ~ .. ,,",,-._~. ._" "" __ -_' __ ' __ ' ",',-,:~"---.~-,,,,,,.- .. •.. :a..__ __ ...._.__'""_- ~ •.••...•..._.- -- ....-..,,-.,-<- ••. - ..-- --_.~. __ ••••.~.,_._ ..__ .._,,- -.--..---.- ••-.---.'-

Risi~g 6/6 to 14/6 14/6 14 7.11 6 9/6 21 7 UD 360 4735

-
D

DTraces

Traces

* Height above the summer level

+ D = Desirable
UD = Undesirable

7.436

__ • ..• _ ....•... "'P'""" _ ...•. ~ -

II
Receding

14/6 to 21/6

Rising

22/6 to 26/626/6

III Receding
26/6 to2/7-- A...-._'._'''~.- ~ ....•. ---

)

I
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phase as well. This spurt yielded only 39 ml of spawn in 5
standard nets. The next four spurts occurred during the receding
phase of the same flood, at intervals ranging from 12-136 hrs,
over the period 23rd May to 1st June, i.e., (spurts 2-5) lasted
for 9, 2, 12 and 4 hours respectively. Of these, only the 2nd and
4th spurts yielded somewhat sizable quantities of spawn. All the
collections during the four spurts of the receding phase were made
during night hours.

The 6th and last spurt of the season was obtained during
the r~sing phase of the II flood on 9th June and yielded 360 ml
of spawn in 5 standard nets. No further spawn spurt occurred
during the rest of the season, even though spawn was available
in traces during the receding phases of the II and III floods
on 15/6, 16//6 and 17/6, and 3016 respectively.

Thus, the first flood constituted 70.56% of the season's
catch, while the II flood accounted for only 29.44%. The 2nd
spurt occurring in the last week of May accounted for 42.11% of
the season's total catch. The average catches per net-hour were
3:400 and 4,735 numbers of spawn for the I and II floods respectively,
while the average for the season was 3,580. The rate was highest
during the 3rd spurt, when a single net landed 13,000 spawn per
hour; but this spurt lasted for only two hours.

Quality of spawn collected: Details oi quality as
obtained by spawn analysis and nursery rearing are given in Table
12. All the spawn spurts were of undesirable type, with the
percentage of major carps ranging between nil and 9.58%, as made
out on the basis of spawn analysis. Nursery rearing yielded
the maximum m~jor carp content of only 9t80%, consisting entirely
of rohu. Minor carps constituted the bulk of the catch during
all the spurts, with their percentage varying from about 85 to 95.
Labeo Eata constituted more than 64% of the minor carps.
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Table 12
..

Spurt-wise quality of spa'WTIcollected at North Gauhati on R. Brahmaputra in 1969
"'--'~----"-'--- --.-._._,~,.. <.••• '~ •• --_....-._". - ----~-, ••••••• _-' '...,...~ ----- .-.• - --,-~ - ~~--.,._._ ••_,- ---" -~-------- ---~--'>- .-.-..-'-..-"' --

3purt
No.

1
2
3
4
5

un
UD

UD

UD

un

7.44 7.44 92.56 9.80 90.20

---~._---_.._--,.,-- .-,..•..-.-:-- ... '-- ._-""--...

o

Pooled 6.82
average forI flood

88.40 4.78

----.- .- r ~ __ ...•••.__ , _

6 UD 9.27 88.47 2.26 8.33 8.33 91.67 No results obtained due to acci
dental mixing up of fry from different
S01]rCes.

_________ • ..•.. •.• •.•••.__ "'•..••..,_~ ••....•'..•••__ ~ __ -_ ••..•~ •• .__.."' .• _ ...••"'•._,.__ ._ '_~"'" _'.-:»0_' .••...•.. _ ...-....•• _"".~,._, .....••_.--. ._ ••.. - ,,",,,__ ,,.,,,~''''. ~__ .~>~ - ...- ..----.-. - ..,----

'.' D ::: Dos~I'able
UD ::-; '}ncl3S ~_rabI e
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The spawn obtaineti in trncesonlY,during the receding phase
of floods II and III in the second fortnight of June were ~lso analysed
for their quality, since parties of conmercial fishermen were reported
to have oade heavy catches of spawn at Khanamukh on the south bank
during the recediLg phase of the II flood., The analyses revealed the
collections to be desirable, with their major ~arp content varying
from 12.50-20vCO%.during tho receding phese of II flood, while it was
11.90-18.66% during the III flood.

It thus ~ppears that the quality of spawn available in the
Brahmaputra in this stretch is low early in the s~ason, while it
improves subsequently in the later floods. As such, sites suitable
for operation under higher flood levels of the later floods are only
likely to yield desirable spawn in appreciable quantities. The North
Gauhati site remains suitable for net operation only during the
earlier floodso '

The seasonal index of quality for the site,worked out to only
8.62~, while i.ha'tof quantity was nil since 'tb.e'e'ntirecatch in spurts
happened to be undesirable und only traces of desirable spawn ~ould
be obtained later in the season.

Spawn availability at prospected'sites ~ Due to the steepness
of the banks over a greater portion of the selected stretch, very few
suitable sites w~re available for oCy8sional prospecting. Lack of
suitable transport facilities further cramped this prbgrtl.mme,while
3 of the suitable sites were being exploited by private parties through

Goverrunent lease. As such, prospecting was restricted to Saulkuchi
and near the confluence of Bar Naddi wi~h Brahmaputra., However,
visits were ulso made to the State leased centres; ~~ Khanamukh,
Palasbari and Bamun~i, to exaoine their suitability and the quality of
spawn collected there.

At Seulkuchi, loca~ed about 30 km downstrean of North Gauhnti
on the northern bank; the current pattern and di~ection were found to
undergo frequent changes, due to the presence of a long narrow protection
into the river about a kilomet;re upstream of the site. The Hoited
operational area at the site ,was rendered/unsuitable during the II flood,
when it became a shado~ zone due to changed current direction. However,
it appears that tile site is suitable for operation during the,I flood.
All the saoe, the inconsistent current pattern at the site makes it
unsuitable for large scale exploitation.
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Near the Douth ox Bar Naddi, about 6 kill upstrean of North
Gauhati on the north bank, tho river water ~howed practically
no current or only a feeble current, unsuitable for spawn net
operation. However, the region was ohservGd to serve as a nursery
ground of najor and minor carp fry. Fry of rohu and bata were encountered
in large numbers at this site.

Khanamukhon tho south bank, whicb had earlier heen given up
due to its unsuitability during the I flood, was visited again during
the receding pbases of floods I, II and III. The site continued to be

a shadow zone throughout the I flood, but became suitable during the
higher second flood. This site ap?ears to be suitable only at higher
flood levels and it becomes a shadow zone in between any two floods,
unless they cone off in quick succession.

The State Govt. operated collection centre at Dolgama on the

south bank about 35 kID upstrean of Goalpara town. Spawn was reportedly

available there only on 10.6.69. A sample of spawn from this spurt
was analyserl, as well as reared for determining the quality. Spawn
analysis and rearing respectively yielded a Qajor carp content of
27.8% and 23.60%. Rohu was the only oajor carp, while bata dominated
the minor carps, which formed 76.40% of the total catch. An on the
spot examination of this site showed the prevalence of suitable current
patt~rn only towards the end of the rising phase and the beginning
of the receding phase. At other timBO, the current pattern was
irregular, and was thus unsuitable for proper net operation.

Nirathanallur stretch of river Coleroon

Participants
o

1. Sod
2. II
3. II

Ravish Chandra (Leader)~Central Inland Fisheries
G. Ramanohana Roo ~ReDearch Institute(r.C.A.R.)
V. Sampath •••• Govt. of Tamil Nadu

River Coleroon is a distributary of river Cauvery,
the largest perennial river in the southernmost part of Peninsular
India. The head of the Cauvery delta is located at t~leUpper Anicut,
where it divides into two brances (distributaries). While the southern
branch retains the'name Cauvery, the northern branch is known as the

Coleroon. -The Coleroon, which has a regulator at the Upper Anicut,
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carries the bulk of flood waters to the see. The two branches are
connected with each other through the Wular Bypass about 32 km downstream
near Grand P..nicut. There again, the surplus water of the Cauvery is
discharged into the Coleroon. The Coleroon flows uninterrupted below
the Grand anieut for about 112 kip, after which it has Qgain been harnessed

by the construction of aI?-anicut, the Lower Anicut. The Coleroon finally
meets the sea at Kaveripattinam near Sirkali in Tanjore district, after
negotiating a course of about 50 Ian from the Lower Anicut.

The stretch of the river Coleroon selected for spawn prospecting
during 1969 extended from Grand ADicut in the west to Lower ADicut in

the east, a distance of about 112 km by the river route. The river in
this stretc'b flows from south-west to nortb-east.Detailed round the

clock o.bservatio·nswere made at Nirathnnnllur from 4th'July, 1969 to
14th August, 1969~ In .addition to this, sites at Valakkai, Analdrndi,
Achanur, Pundinagachi, all upstream of Nirathanallur, and Karumbangudi,
Kachperumalnatham, Lower ADicut (north and south bunks ), all downstream
of Nirathanallur werv examined both during the pr0-flood and flood
periods for t~eir &uitability ( Fig. 10) •. During the pre-flood period.
the entire stretch of the Coleroon was dry, ~xc~ptfor some cut off
pools, gettip4 only a very meagre supply from the water leaking out
of the Grand ,Anicut shutters. The water level even at Lower Anicut
was only a few eentimetrf~s in depth. Tb.eriver course has very few
deep pools in tbe entire stretch. The main source of breeders for the
Coleroon is the Viranam rank (39 sq. YJu in oxtent), which is connected
wi~h the Coleroon at Lower ADicutthrough the Vadavar canal. But the
migration is always dependent on the ti~ely release of water into the
Vadavar eanal. fhe tank is of wet bundh type and as such if there are
timely rains, it is reported, the fish breed in the tank itself in the
shallower areas. '

Sinee this stretch of the river falls between, two anicuts and

is bounded by embunlnneritson both sides, fluctuations in'the water
level are always dependent on the release of water from the Grand and
~ower AIlicuts• The release of water fl'omthe Grend ADicut, which
was the only source of water for the Coleroon during the period of
observations, 'was again depGndent on the releuse of water from the
Mettur Dam. The seasonai rivulets~ viz. Upper, Nandhiyar and Marudayar.
drain into the Coleroon from the northern side. But, since tbearea is
fed by north-east monsoon, occurring during October to Decembe'r, ,'
discharge was made by them during the period of the present observations.
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Nirthanallur site is situated on the southern bank of the
..Coleroon. It is located at a distance of about 8 km from Kumbakonam

and can be approached by an all weather road. The site where the
obseryations were made is at a distance of about 1 mn from the villag9
Nirathanallur. Th€ river course, general terrain and topogra~hy of
the river· at Nirathanallur are shown in Fig. 11.

Occurrence of spawn spurts: DDring the period of observations,
four floods were encountered in river Coleroon. The first flood

commenced on 14.7.69 and its rising phase was spread over 116 hrs,
till 19.7.69. The second flood commenced on 21.7.69 and the rising
phase lasted for 32 hrs. The third flood commenced on 27.7.69 and
lasted for 32 nrs. The fourth flood cO~illencedon 28.7.69 and the water

kept fluctuating irregularly at a hiah level between 0.69 and 1.03 m.
till the closure of the season's obseTvations.

Only 3 spawn spurts were encountered at Nirathanallur. The
first spurt occurred in the rising phase of the I flood and lasted for
8'hours from 4.00 hrs on 14.7.69, ·yielding in all 882 rol of desirable
spawn in 5 standard nets. ,In addition to this, 640 ml and 485 ml
respectively were collected in 1-3 research nets and 2 extra standard
nets, thereby bringing the total collection during the first spurt to
2007 mI. After a non-availability gap of 4 hours, spawn became
'available' again for 2 hours only, when 15 ml could be collected.

The second spurt occurred in the receding phase of the I flood.
It commenced at 18 hrs on 20.7.69 and lasted for 18 hrs, yielding in
all 35 ml of desirable Dnd 75 ml of undesirable spawn iri5 standard
nets. 1-3 research nets collected a further quan~ity of ·21ml of
spawn during t:,is spurt. Further, another 24 ml of spawn were collected
in the 5 standard nets during a period of six hours in continuity with
the spurt period, but occurring in density below the index of
'availability' •

. The·third spawn spurt occurred in the receding phase of the
III flood and lasted only for 4 hou~s from 14.00 hrs on 25.7.69,
yielding 50 ml of undesirable spawn. Apart from the quantities
indicated above, 22 ml of spawn were collected in ,traces in between
the spurts. Thus·, the total spawn collection made at the centre
amounted to 2,239 mI.
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Although the spawn occurred both during the rising and receding
pha$es, bulk of the catch was obtained during a slight decline in water
level in the rising phase of the first flood. The other 3 floods
yielded spawn only in traces, except for a brief 4 hour period during
the 3rd flood.

Details of occurrence, duration, desirability and magnitude of
the three spawn spurts are shown in Table 13.

S~awn Quality : Of the three spurts, desirable spawn content
was maximum in the first. Analyses of spawn samples revealed a desirable
spawn content of 16% in the first spurt and 11% in the second spurt.
The third spurt was entirely of undesirable quality. To determine the
species composition of the spawn collected, samples from both the 1st
and 2nd spurts were reared in nurseries. This rearing revealed a
desirable carp content of 14.0% in the 1st spurt and 33.99% in the
2nd spurt. Details are given in Table 14. The observed differences
in spawn quality as obtained by the two methods could be attributed to
the drawing of water into the farm pond8 directly from the adjoining
canal without sieving, thereby allowing entry of other hatchlings and
the mixing up of contents of the carious ponds which are interconnected
with each other.

As such, taking these limitations into account, it is felt
that the rearing did not give a clear picture of the spurts' species
composition.

The indices of spawn quanti~y and quality for the centre were
found to be 47.85 ml and 16.12% respectively.

Suitability of the prospected sites: Out of the eight sites
surveyed in the selected stretch, only Kachperumalnatham was found to
be suitable. The site can be approached through the embankment road
from the Lower ADicut. All the r'0maining sites were found to be
unsuitable, as they have very limited area for net operation.
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T~b;..~~~

Flood-phase-wise occurrence, c1uratio:ri~ desirability and magnitude of spawn spurts--~-_._..-._-----~.•--- ~ ~--"--_---....--------,_..~--,,_...•-...-- . --..-
at Nirathanallur on R.Coleroon in"1969-,--' ------ . .....• ...._--"-.:~--

-.-.------ ••••• "'---' •••••• ----------- •••• - -.-.....-.--~' __ •••••••. __ ~ V- __ .-._"

____ w--.~__- ......,..---....__ v--. •.••.... _ ..•..__"' .- .•...•..

..• r ~~ ,_~~ .••..,, ~._.,- .•_~ .••••. .__ .•.•.,

Catch in
ml

Desira
bility

Commencement Dura-
Date/hr. tion

-_.-----,--~-------_._--,--_.

'~~""--~- ..-.. -,. --~. _._-_.~---~---~--~---_._----

1 14.7.69/4.008 hrs.D 882
. 2

'20.7'.69/18.004 hrsD 35
14 hrs

UD 75

Spurt details
.--,-,--:-.----,-.~ Il ~ _

, Levelinl No.
m

Peak

Date/hr.

19.7.69/6.00 O~59

-

23.7.69/10.00 0.70

25.7.69/10 0.61

..••.-.". .•••. _ •. r -.;-.~
j \;

Flood deta:i.ls

Duration

Phase Commencement.Total in
Date/hr.

hrs.----'.~ ..__ ..--Rising
14:.7.69/14.00116

Receding

19.7.69/10.0064

Rising

21.7.69/2.0032

Receding

23.7.69/10.0016

Rising

23.7.69/2.0032

I

II

No.

III
Q Receding 25.7.69/10.00 76 3 25.7.69/14.00 4 hrs UD 50

o IV Rising 28.7.69/14.00 Kept fluctuating 1.03
irregularly till the
close, mostly between
0.69 and 1.03.

--------.-----~-----'."----------- -----.-,----.---.--.--,----.------~-.-.---------·--- __ ·_~ · r •__ v _

D ::: Desirable
UD ::: Undesirable
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Table 14

Spurt-wise quality of spawn collected at Nirathanallur on R. Coleroon in 1969

Spurt Desirability Spawn quality in -percentage--
No.

(D/UD)* BV spawn analysis By rearing
Major

MinorOthers Desirable **.UndeGirabl.e *::2,

carps

carps MCFfir.K RB 0.
1

D16.0085.500~50-1.007.50__2.50-3.000.5062.5023.00

2

D22.0078.00-)
UD

3.14 -94.762.10)0.9713.6019.42-- 5.50ii.o548.86

3

UD. -100 --

*D = Desirable ** M = g. Mri/1:ala-*** R = $1.. ~
UD = Undesirable

C = ~. CalbasuB = !!,. ~
F = 1. Fimbriatus

o = Others
K = ~. Kontius Cr = g.

Cirrbosa

c
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5.1.6 Sosule stretch of River Cauvery

,
Participants

Dr •.A.G. Jhingran(Leader) t Central Inland Fisheries
Shri L.H~Rao· t Re~earch Institute (I.C.A.R.)

Shri M~C. Manohar
G C~ Somasekhar

W P. Narayanaswani iGovt. of Mysore.

After a detailed prenonsoon survey of a 175 km.stretch of
rivel' Cauvery b.etween KrishnaraJasagar and Hogainakal·falls, Sosale, a
Hobli Headquarters in the T" Narsipur taluk of M:ysore district, studies on
the nortb bank of the river, was selected for detailed spawn investigations
during 1969. A considerable stretch~f £beriver appear~d to have either
a precipitous bank or juxtaposing bill-ranges, rendering the river unsuit
able for operation of shof)ting nets. However, the site at Sosale,about
5 km f.rom·T.Narsipur had an excellent approach from the metalled road.
Besides having a sondy bed· for operation .of about fifty spawn co11action
nets, the collection ground had a gradually sloping bank. River Kabini
drains into the Cauvery about 2 kIDdownstream of the site at T. Narsipur.
Fig. 12 diagramatically depicts the bank contour and general topography
of the site.

The observations at this site commenced on 21st May and lasted till
31st of September •. In addition to the observations at Sosnle, periodic

prospec~ing was done 'at Bannur and Talakandu (Fig. 13).

O·ccurrenceofs pa.vu

In all, only 25 ml .of spawn and 300 01 of eggs could be collected
in the course of 19 major floods f total no. of floods 24) encountered
in the river. Altogeth~r24 floods were encountered during the season,
r,esulting from frequent release of water from the Krishrinrajasagar
Reservoir •.

No sizable spawn spurt was observed during the entire season.
With the r-ecession in flood level, spawn showed up in traces, but the
release of water ,at short intervals iroo the reservoir resulted in their

dispersal. On 29.7;69 at 10 hrs., when the water receded after attaining
a peak of 2.94 ill, 0.5 ml of spawn could be collected, but soon from 18 hrs.,
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the water level started rising abruptly and the spawn disappeared.
Similarly on 30.7.69 at 2 hrs, spawn again showed up with the receding
phase of the flood, but from 6 hra. an upward tendency of the flood
level offset the process. Again on 1.8.69 at 10 hrs., spawn (0.5 ml)
showed up with the recession in flood level, but was soon lost with
the rise in flood level from 14 hrs. Thus, no spawn spurt could be
'encountered at the site.

Spawn quality: The meagre quanti ties of spe,wn collected at
Sosale could not be reared on account of want of rearing facilities.
Microsoopic examination of the spawn samples'revealed only a negligible
percentage (Nil - 0.4%) of desirable spec.ies•

. ~ability of prospected sites: During spawn prospecting at
Talakadu, 300 ml of eggs could be collected at a time when the egg-
spurt was waning. For want of transport and rearing facilities, their
species composition could not be determined. However, two advanced
fry of C. catla were also collected at Talakadu. Both the prospected
sites failed to yield any spawn.

The failure of the centre and the prospected stretch to yield
.any spawn~spurt may be attributed to

1) Tbe paucity of deep pools in toe stretch investigated,

2) Very frequent release of water from the K.R.S. Reservoir,
.which must have dispersed the spawn flowing in the river,

3) Very low turbidity values (180 -~94 ppa) prevailing
throughout the season, bringing down the efficiency of
standard nets,

c

5)

The nass destruction of illig-ratory and brood fishes near
the minor falls at Chanchunkatte (situated 32 kID upstream
of K.R.S.), which acts as barrier for the carps ascending
from Krishnarajasagar, and

Inability of the fishes to ascend above Hogninakal falls.
Fishes ascending from the Mettur Reservoir can only reach
nogainakal falls and c~gregnte there in pools. To allow.
the fishes to ascend further, a 70~80 ft rise in water
level is needed to bring it at part with that of the falls.
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5.2 Spawn availability in relation to environmental factors
at investigated site~.

At Baretba Barrier on R. Gambhir, the magnitude of
spawn availability was too low to discern any relationship to flood
level and other environmental factors .• The Iittle quantity of spawn
that was obtained at the site occurred during the receding phase of
the low I flood, which attained a peali:level of only 2.49 m. During
the peri<>d of availability the water level f.allby 1.11 m in 14 hours.
The II flood, whicb attained a peak level of5~81 ill, failed to yield
any spawn. At Mahewapatti on R" Yamuna al~o,. as observed at the other
Yamuna centres, spawn occurred during the receding phases of floods.
While the I fluod failed to yield any spawn, the II flood yielded a
greater position of the season's desirable spawn. This flood reached
a peak level of 79.17 m aboveM.S.L'1 while the I flood recorded a
peak level of 75c48 m above M.S.L. The III flood reached ,the peak
leael of 82.44 m above M.S.L. and yielded an appreciable quantity of
desirable spawn. However, the major carp content of the II flood's
spawn was much be"l:iterthanthat of the III flood. This pattern had
been observed earlier in other ceri~res on R. Yamuna. It was observed
that higher rates of spawn collection at Mahewupatti were associated
with th~ rate of.flood fall of about 1~2 cn/hour~ '

At Bahiara on the Son, peak collection of spawn was made during
the I flood, when the receding flood level touched 2.70 m above the
summer level on 9.7'.69, from'peak level ot'3.23 ill, the fall in the course
of a day being 0.49 m. The spawn coqtinued to be available during the
succeeding two days, when the average flood levels were 2.35 m and 2.25 ill
respectively, the respective daily falls being 0.35 nand 0.10 m. During
the II flood- spawn became available in bulk only briefly when the
receding flood level touched 2.84 m. But this flood failed to recede

,further and no more spawn was available. As such, the I flood appears
to provide more favourable water level and suitable rate of fall for

bulk appearance of spawn at the site~ Spawn availability over a longer
duration was noticed during the III flood, but due to frequent abrupt

vacillation in water level, only traces of spawn could be collected.

At Dighwara on the'Ganga, itwa's 'noticed'that flood levels above
3.5 m failed to yield any spawn beyondtraccs only.
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At North Gauhati site on the Brahmaputra, it was seen that spawn
became available only during the I flood and a part of the II flood,
when the water level was below 545.00 em. Beyond this level, the site
became ~nsuitable.

At Nirathana11ur on the Coleroon, it was observed that fluctua
tions in water ~evel were dependent on water discharges from the Grand
Jillicut. The very first discharge appears to have stimulated the fishes
to breed, since the bulk of the season's catch was obtained during the
first flood. Attainment of sufficient water level in this river early
in the seaSOll is necessary for connecting it to the Viranam tank, which
is a good source of breeders. Failure to achieve the level in time

bef~re the tank gets flooded through local rains, results in the corps
breeding in the Tank itself. ~

The frequent abrupt changes in water level in the Cauvery came
in the way of spawn availability in the selected stretch.

5.2.2 Current velocity

The earlier finding regarding tbe s~itability of a
current velocity range of·about 1.00-3.00 ko/hr for spawn collection

was found valid during 1969 also •. The brief spawn availability ~eriodat Baretha Barrier coj.ncided with a current velocity of 2.25 kID/hr,
while it was around 1.0-1.5 kn/hr at Mahewapatti during the I flood,
which yielded the maximum quantity of spawn. At Bahiara and North

Gauhati on the other hand, current velocity at the time of sJawn availability ranged iron 0.70 to 0.99 km/hr and 0.76 to 1.07 km/hr respecti

vely. At Nirathanallur, the. current velocity range of 0.68 to 1.50km/hr prevailed during the period of spawn availability.

Current velocity, in combination with turbidity, largely deter
mined the catchebility of spawn nets.

5.2.3 Turbidity

Turbidity was not correlated directly with spawn
availability~ It was 0f importance in determining the efficiency of
the spawn collection nets. ~owever, turbidity of river water at all
the sites increasGd with the cooing of the floods and often turbidity
values reached their peak during the time of peak collection of spawn,

c

c
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as at Bahiara on R~ Son and Dighwara on R. Ganga. Turbidity was generally

above 500 ppm and upto 1~55 ppm at Mabewapntti, Baretha Barrier, Bahiarb.,
Dighwara and Tilant.hue'entres·at thetiI:le of bulk spawn availability.'
However, turbidity values ;l'€I:lUinedlow even during spawn SPUl"ts'inthe
Brahmaputra, ,colel'oonand Cauvery ,under vihich .condition thecatchi-ng
effICi.ency·of,.the standard ti9t goes down. This is attributed as one of the

. reaSOllS" for the poor spaWil catch nt Sosala on the Cauvery, where the
turbfdity ranged from 12 to 52 em. It ranged fro~ 107 to 205 ppm
and 107 to 195·ppm respectively in the Brahmaputra and Coleroon during
periods of spavina7ailability.

Turbidity'of water iD generally taken as an index of spawn
availability in Ro Gangf\"'in the region of Dighwnra. This was found to
be true, in that the incursion oisilt-lader red-coloured flood watero
of the Son int.othe·I:lilky'lmters of tbe Ganga concided with the appearance

,..of "spawn iitDighwnrn, since the Son waters were ac'tually bringing dovln
the spawn bred in th~ low€r reaches, of R,? SO'a.•.

Associates

No. indicator species could be Elude out anong the associates
at any of the centres. The only correlation was that the magnitude of
associates was gene~ally more during periods of spawn availability.

5.3 Catch~nR efficiency of spawn nets in__relationto size,
nesh size and ontarial '

~ ~

) 5n3.~ Not)etricien~y in relation to cet size
'.:,"," .•.... , .... ' '-' '

, Four3izes pf nets, ili. the 6 1:1, ·10 n, 14 n {lnd'
18 n nets, nade o,f'Midnapore-tYliel/S"neshed bandloonnetting of 105 co
width, were cmployad fa!'testing the effect of net size on itscatchine
efficiency~ The 6 n, 14 0, nnd 18 a'nets were fabricatcid on exactly
the sace pattern ao the 10 a standard net. These nets wC're opernted
under a iLatin s~unre' oxperiaental design. Five replications of the
experioent were 'possible within ihe period of spavm availability. The
results when subjected to analysis of variance shoTad that the effect
of net size was highly cignificant at 1% level.

The ~~tni18 of catching efficiency of the various nets ore
given in Table 15~
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Table 15

Catching properties of different sized nets

Average catch in ml

Net sizo

6.m10 ill14 m18 n
Catch per net per hour

17.25045.87577.37527.275

Catch per net per hour
2.8750

4.58755.5269
per metre of 010th

1.5153

Catoh per net per hour

7.19
14.8020.686.36

per metre of width of nouth

The above table shows that the 14 E net was clearly the nost
efficient of the lot on all counts, while the 6 nand 18 n nets were
found to be inferior to the standard net. The 18 ill net was found to be

too big and unweildy for proper stretching, with the result that it
sagged heavily in the middle, thereby adversely affecting the flow of
water through the ring.

5.3.2 Net efficiency in relation to nesh size

Two experimental nets, identical to the standard net
in material, dimensions and type but of mesh sizes 1/12" and 1/16"
respectively, were tested at Mahewapatti for their efficiency against the
standard net, in a latin square design with six rep.&tions· of the rows
of the latin squore. During the experiment, current velocity ranged
fron 0.45-1~20 kn/hr, while the turbidity wos around 750 ppm. The
extremely higb net to net variability rendered the precision of tests
extremely low. In general, the 1/16" mesh~d net was seen to be
distinctly Dare efficient than the otber two during the first four
hours of operation, after which its efficiency dropped to less than
that 6f the other two.

o
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At Nprth Gauhati an the Brahmaputra, only 'the 1/12" meshed net
was tested against the .standard net. The average catch per net-haur
ip the 1/12" meshed net worked aut to 16,,65nIl against 7.16 ml in the
standar<l net. Details of spurtwise relative efficiency of the
experimental net are shawn in Table 16.

Zabia 16

Comparative effi£,iency af 1/12" noshed experinental net

Spurt Na.1 Flood I Catch in Nos. per Relative efficiency af

& I No.,. I net-haur

experimental net in
Date Standard Experinental

percentage
net

netSpurt-wise I Flaad-wiseI I (1/8" !:'lGsh)(1/12" nosh)

S2 I5,365 6,550123.9523 •.5.69

)

S4
289.91

I· 2,875 8,335 181.85
25.5.69 ) S6

II·4,735. 10,355218 •.69195.29
9.6.69

As can be seen fraD the above 'table; the relative efficiency of
the 1/12" neshed net ranged from 123.95-289.91%. This higher efficiency
of the smaller meshed net is readily attributed to. the low turbidity of
the Brahmaputra waters, wherein the spawn are prone to. escape through
the larger meshes af the 1/811 meshed net in the absence af reductian of
its meshed through silt depositian.

I
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In order to study further the comparative qualities of the
1/8" and 1/16" oeshed nets as regards their catching efficiencies,
experiments w~re initiat~d with 10 D nets of the two meshes to
assess the filtration rat2 of water through them, since spawn
retentiop by a net is dependent on the amount of water passing
through it. In the case of 1/1611 neshed net, the net mouth velo
cities were found to fall almost to zero in eight hour of operation;
under conditions of 1200 ppill turbidity and a cu~rent velocity of
1.5 kID/hr. Excepting for sone points near the centre of net mouth,
there was vODitting of spawn from the running areas. The yelocities
at net mouth were neusurec at eight points, four at surface level
of water cn~ bbe other four at sub-surface points, 25 em below
surface. Due to hydropressure, the net Louth get enlarged by
about 50% and the lower belly portion go~ completely pushed to the
river bed w~th ~eaYy sand and silt deposition. The 1/8" 6eshed net
under.similar Jond{tions showed an average fall of 30-35% in the
inflow of weter into the net.

•

Net efficiency in relation to oaterial

The Bihar Fisheries Department eoployed nets of .

two materials, cotton and synthetic~ These two types of nets differedin dimonsions: !:'-8 well us in nesh size (~ supra) and as such their
results are not comparable. At Dighwara, while the synthetic net
yielded a s~igbtly better result du~ing the I flood, the cotton net
proved a little more efficient during the II flood. The positional
identities of the two sets of nets were also separate, thereby
further reduc~L~ the value of the results. Frequent clogging of
meshes by silt and h~avy mortality was observed in the case of
synthetic net" This was evidently due .to its.soaller r:Jeshsize of
1/21:", coopa:;.'edto the ootton nets 1/16" mesh. It was further seen
that the synthetic net couJ.d not stabilise itself in water at
higher velocitie8~

\

a
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DISCUSSION

6.1 potentiality of investigated sites

In the foregoing pages have been elucidated the
various details regarding the occurrence, quantity and quality
of spawn spurts at the various selected centres, their relation
to environmental factors and experimental work to determine tLe
catching efficiencies 6f spawn nets in relation to net size,
mesh size and mat erial. Of the 8 centres invest igat ed, includ
ing the two operated by the State staff alone" only Bahiara on
R. Son and Digh'vvaraon R. Ganga appeared to be fairly lucrative,
while Tilanthu on the Son and'Uahevrapatti on the Yamuna appeared
to be moderately good centres. On the other hand, even though
North Gauhati on the Brahmaputra yielded over 1200 ml of spawn,
it was all of the undesirable type, while Sosale on the Cauve17
and Baretha Barrier on R. Gambhir were found to be totally un
suitable for commercial exploitation. Nirathanallu on R. Cauvery
was also a poor centre.

Major carps were totally absent in the little quantity
of spawn collected-at Baretha Barrier, while it was nearly the
same at Sosale too. Harnessing of the river by a series of d8~lG
and erratic water discharge, coupled with large scale massacre
of migrating breeders near obstructions, were largely responsitle
for the failure of the Sosale site. Likewise, R. Gambhir and
its tributaries are also extensively barricated with a series
of earthen dams and large scale massacre of breeders migratiuc
from the Yamuna is also reported. This accounts for t~e failuX'8
of the Baretha Barrier centre. In both the above cases, absence
of deep pools precludes the possibility of a local population of
breeders.

The North Gauhati site on the Brar,~.marlUtraremained
suitable for spawn collection only during the early floods, at
which time, however, the quality of spavin obtained was fo'und to
be quite poor. By the time the spawn quality improved, the site
had become unsuitable. It was reported, as well as unified
through analysis of spawn samples, that desirable spawn in quan~
tities were available later at some of the other centres, like
Khanarnnket, Palastian and Bamundi. Khanamuck had earlier been
found unsuitable for exploitation during the I flood. As such:
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it is necessary in the Brah-napu.tranot to remain stationary at
one spot throughout the season, but to move pro~pt~T froTI one
site to another, depending on their suitability in the course of
the season. In Kamrup district, it appears that sites suitable
for operation under higher flood levels of the later floods a~e
only likely to yield desirable spawn in appreciable quantities.
A high percentage of Labeo bata was throughout observed in the
spawn catches. Since-this fish is being cultured and is fairly
fast growing, the spawn catches can be made use of, even though
their major carp content is poor.

The two centres on R. Son and the single centre on
the adjoining stretch of the Ganga, all yieldod spawn of very
high quality. The study has revealed that major carp breeders
ascend from the Ganga into the Son, there they apparently breed
profusely below the Indrapuri Anicut; while only a few might be
successful in going above the anicut. ~he spawn thus bred in
the Son flows down into the Gar~a, where it gives ample material
for lucrative spawn collection in the Dighwara stretch. The
species composition of spawn spurts was nearly similar at all the
three centres, but the magnitude was dicidedly low at Tilanthu.
However, the quantity and quality of spawn wore reported by
much higher in the region further upstream of Tilanthu near the
confluence of R. Koel with R. Son. All the-three centres yielded
spawn spurts only during the earlier floods. ~he failure to
collect spawn in bulk quantities in later floods was TIainly due
to the frequer-t and quick vacillations of the flood level dis
persing the spawn.

i.~ahewapatti on the Ysmuna was found to be a centre -of
average potentiality, yielding moderately high quality spawn.
At Nirathanallur on the Cauvery, only the 1st spurt yielded a
sizable quantity of spawn, vvhich, .seventhough desirable, did not
have more than 20% of major carps. This site is also handicapped
by the harnessing of the river both above and below the site,
and since the flooding in this stretch 18xgely depends on the
release of water from the Grand Anicut, spawn production and
availability cannot be ex~ected on any regular pattern.

The seasonal indices of spawn quantity and-quality for
the various investigated sites are given in Table 17.
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Table 17

Seas.onal indices titthe various

Name of river

Yamuna

Gambhir

Son

Brahmaputra

Coleroon

Cauvery-

Name of centre
Index of

Index of quantity
quantity (ml)

(% of major carps)-Mahewapatti
1,Q9852 •.2.

Baretha Barrier

-.".

Bahiara
25288.5

North Gauhati

.,.8.62

Nirathgnallur

47 •.8516•.12

J

'\
J

6.2 Spawn availability in relation to environmental
factors

In most of the investigation centr.es, the early
low floods yielded the bulk of the season's catch. Frequent and
erratic water discharges along harnessed rivers often upset Ilrst
breeding and spawn availability. A current velocity range of
0.68-2.25 km/hr was noticed during the periods of buL~ spawn
availability at the various sites •. Since turbidity iI1..fluences
net selectivity, nets of smaller meshes than the standard net
should yield better results in the less turbid waters of the
Brahmaputra, Coleroon and Cauvery. At Dighwara on the Ganga,
,appearance of turbid waters heralds the appearance of spawn,
coming down along with the silt-laden red-coloured flood water~
of the Son.

6.3 Net efficiency in relation to size, mesh size
. and material

Experimental work carried out with four sizes of
nets (6 m, 10 m, 14 m and 18 m) showed tha~ the effect of'net
size on its efficiency was highly significant at 1% level.
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Of the four nets, the 14 m net appeared to be the best, while
the standard net ( 10 m net ) was superior to the other too.
The 18 m net sufferEd'from its big size resulting in heavy
sagging in the middle, thereby hi~dering the ~iltration rate.
It maybe worthwhile to try some internal frame work for this
net to help it retain its shape while-in operation and to see
whether it would yield better catches.

- Experimental operation of nets of different meshes
(1/8", 1/12!! and 1/1611) under turbidity conditions of around
750 ppm:-and curront velocity of 0.45-1.20 km/hr, indicated the
1/1611'meshed net to be m0st efficient during the first four
hours, after which, however, its efficiency was the least~
The 1/12" ~e.3hed net proved distinctly superior to the 1/8"
meshed standard net in the less turbid waters of the Brahmaputra.
This again pinpoints the necessity for adopting different mesh
sizes for different comoinations of turbidity and current
velocity.

The work carried out by the Bihar Fisheries staff in
testing the relative efficiencies of cotton and synthetic net
ting is far from satisfactory, s:Ln6e the two nets -differed
widely in·dimensions and mesh size. All the same , it has
indicated certain inherent differences in the two types of
material. It is, therefore, worthwhile to test these two
materials in a statistically designed experiment with identical
nets of the two materials.

7 SUMMARY

i) Spawn prospecting investigations in the /1969 were
carried out along seven riv~rine stretches in the country, one
each of the rivers Gambhir, Yamuna, Son, Ganga, Brahmaputra,
Coleroon and Cauvery.

ii) After a pre-monSOon survey, 7 centres were selected
for detailed investigation, viz. Baretha Barrier onR. Gambhir
(Rajasthan), Bahiara and Tilanthu on R. "Son (Bihar), Dighwara
on R, Ganga (Bihar), North Gauhation R, Brahmaputra (Assam),
Nirathanllur on R. Coleroon" (Tamil Nadu) and Sosale on R, Cauvery
(Mysore), Mahewapatti on R. Yamuna (V.P,) was taken up as the
8th centre, as part of the long-term investigations to under
stand the role of environmental factors in spawn occurrence and
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dr~ft. The centre on R. Ganga was taken up to study the
inter-relationship between the rivers Son and Ganga in regard
to spawn availability in two rivers.

iii) Baretha Barrier on R. Gambhir was found to be totally
unsuitable for spawn collection. It yielded a total catch of
only 135 ml spawn in the entire soason, and that too was com-
pletely devoid of major carps. The prospected sites in this
stretch also did not yield any spawn. This may be attributed
to the erectio~ of numerous earthen dams across the river and
its tributari(s ~nd large scale capture of breeders ascendi~~
from the Yamu' • Indices of spawn quality and quantity werG
nil for the S J:ve.

iv) A total of 8715 ml of spavm was collected at
Mahewapatti on the Yamuna in 3 spurts, of which 2210 ml. only
were desirable. The desirable spawn were obtained in the 2nd
and 3rd spurts during the receding phases of floods II and III.
The seasonal indices of spawn quantity and quality for this
site were 1,098 ml and 52.2% respectively.

v) At Bahiara on R. Son below the Indrapuri Anicut,
a total of 3120 ml of spawn was collected in 1-5 standard nets
and State nets. Of the above, the st2.ndard nets yielded 1690 :1:1_

of spawn, all des irable, in 5 spuZ'ts during the first two floc<ls,
All the spawn spurts showed a high major carp content. The
seasonal indices of quantity and quality were estimated to be
252 ml and 88.5% respectively.

-vi) Tilanthu on R. Son above the Indrapuri Anicut
.J yielded 900 ml of high quality spawn, similar to that at

Bahiara, during the first two floods. However, the magnitude
of the catches was distinctly less than at Bahiara.

vii) .A total of.2,806 ml of high Qual:_ty spawn, was
collected in 1-5 experimental net's of the State a.tDighwara
on the Ganga.' The I flood yielded the greater bulk of the
season's catch.

viii) A close similarity is evidenced in the period and
floods of occurrence and quality of the spawn spurts at
Tilanthu, Bahiara and Dighwara. The observations revealed
that major carps from the Ganga migrates up the Son and breed
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there, and the resultant spawn dirft dovln into the Ganga.
The Indrapuri Anicut appears to have adversely affected
the upward migration of the breeders.

ix) A total of 1,223 ml of only undesira ble spawn coul d
be collected in six spurts dur:Lng the first tv-vofloods in the
Bral'.ullaputraat North Gauhati. The catches had a very high
content of ~. bata; The site was found to be suitable only 1
during the earlier low floods. Desirable spawn was, however,
available in the later floods at some of the adjoining centres.
The seasonal indices of quantity and quality were nil and
8.62% respectively.

x) 917 ml of desirable and 125 ml of undesirable spawn
were collected in 3 spurts at Nirathanallur on R. Coleroon
in 1-5 standard nets. A further QU81ltL ty of 1197 ml of spawn
was also collected in 1-3 research nets, 2 extra standard nets
and in between the spurts; The seasonal indices of spawn
quantity and quality were estimated to be 47.85 ml and 16.12%
respectively.

xi) Sosale or:.(R. Cauvery failed to yield any ;::p arm spurt.
What littl~ was obtained in traces contained practically no
desirable species. The failure of this centre is attributable
to frequent water discharges from the K.R.S. Reservoir, larGe
scale capture of breeders, lack of deep pools and low turbid~ty
of the water.

xii) In most of the centres, the early low floods yielded
the bulk of the season's catch. During periods of spawn
availability, current velocity ranged from' 0.68-2.25 km/hr.

xjii) Of the 4 sizes of nets tried (fi, 10, 14 and 18 m
nets), the 14 m net appeared to be most efficient, while the
10.m'standard net was found to be superior to the Gm and 18 ill
nets.

xiv) The 1/1217meshed net proved distinctly superior to the
1/8" me~hed net in the less turbid waters of the Brahmaputra.
The 1/16 \1 meshed net displayed better operational effj_ciency
than the 1/81l and 1/12'1meshed nets during the first 4 hours
of operation, after which its efficiency dropped below that
of the other two.

,,i
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xv) Experiments carried out to test the effect of
material on net efficiency did not g~ve any reliable results
due to differences in net size and mesh size of the two nets.
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